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Get Started

Download the APP or

__

__

__

Profile

 

Add a profile picture

Here you can chat with your
 coach about whater it may be 

Check that the information
 is correct

Accept the HyperSpeed Team 
as your coach 

Programs will be delivered within 
24 hours of connecting with our staff. 
 

Coach Requests 1



A database for food logging, meal plans, food 
metrics, & dishes, ABEL is an all in one platform 
that connects coaches to their clients. 

 ABEL is a digital repository of exercises, 
movement progressions, and specialized strength 
& conditioning programs.

All of your biometric reports, screening analysis & 
health reports will be stored in the users profile.

The ABEL Bluetooth Scale syncs with the app 
allowing each weight to store data, creating charts 
that displays performance.

 

THE APP



Meals

___

___
___

Create your own dish that is stored in 
your library, then you can use it later
 as well. When you make a dish, the
 dish will automatically be converted
 to the size of a normal meal for you,
 the same as when you add an ABEL 
dish. If you don’t want the size you
 get, you can edit it.

 
 

Log foods you have eaten that you do not 
want to be stored in a dish, such as snack 
foods like fruits or nuts.

 
When you choose a dish, the size of the dish 
will be scaled to the size of a normal meal for 
you. If you want a different size, edit the i
ngredient amounts after adding the dish.

 
 

Complete a dish

You have to always mark the dish you have finished 
eating. So your coach can see that you have finished
 the meal, so they can guide you further.

Copy of dish

You can tap this ion to create a new dish using the 
existing dish as a base. 

This is useful in two situations:
 

- You like a dish want to make a copy and then
change the copy a bit to make variation of the
existing one. 

- Your coach has created a private right and you want to
save that right with yourself for later use. 



Meals

Meal Plans

Grocery List

Ingredient list 
of dishes 

Daily Nutrition: Clicking here will bring up the 
nutritional content of all dishes added on this
 day. Here you will see macro and 
micronutrients in the foods, as well as how many
 calories (Kcal) you have eaten. Here you can see if
 the number of calories you have actually eaten
 matches the calories of the activity level (what 
you should eat).

__
Calories you have eaten

__ What you
should eat



Workout

Create/log sessions

____

____

 

Answer a variety of questions and get a ession made for you 
though ABEL.The session is not made by a person  but by the ABEL 
app itself. This way you can create your own sessions. 

Here you can fill in an activity that you have already 
completed or are about to complete . We have a wide range 
of activities you can complete, for example: Skiing, football, 
walking, swimming,. This is nice to fill in, for example, if you 

organized sports or just llike to complete activities you do in
your spare time, to keep track of all the activity you do. It 
may also be that your PT wants to know this, so they can 

take that info account. NB! you must remember to mark the 
session as done after adding it, if you have already 

completed.

Inside a session - Test Exercise
Inside a session - Normal sets

When you do an exercises for the 
first time, you have to test how much 

you can do on the exercise (if you 
don't already know, you fill it in). The 

next session after this you will get 
reuglar sets at the exercises. 

The last set is usually a *maximum set*. This is marked with an M. In this set 
you should always take as many repetitions as you can, even though it says

 for example 10. Here it is important that you go all out, with GOOD
 technique. Don't let it go at the expense of the technique. Fill in the number 

of repeitions and marks  completed. Based on this, the app will estimate 
what you can do the next session. 

When you finish a set, click on 
this icon and the countdown 
will be your pause before the 
next set.



Workout

Click on the
picture to view

video of the 
exercise,

instructions,
muscles used and 

your progress 

Click on the *M* to see what you need
to do on the set to get a new record 



Accountability
What is your main goal?

Gain weight

Lose weight

Hy - Performance

Rehabilaition from an injury

Sports Performance 

How many calories consumed/Energy expenditure from activity = How many meals per day?
How many workouts per week

 
21 Meals + 6 Workouts = 27 your weekly target

 
 

Your coach will recieve a notification when 
you log your food or complete a workout. 

A green dot indicates completion

 A red dot indicates it was not completed.

Your accountability score is calculated
 at the end of every 7 day cycles, and accounts for ¼ 

of your Hyperspeed Performance Score.
 

82.5
 



Profile

Meals

 

Workouts

 

Progress

Knowledge

Connects through
bluetooth and the 
results updates in the 
app automatically.

The scale supports 
multiple users

Weekly weigh-ins 
monitor progress

 


